Open access collections

Collection/Database

BioMed Central
Directory of Open Access Books
Directory of Open Access Journals
HBO Kennisbank
Hindawi eJournals
Hypotheses
JSTOR Open Access Books
JSTOR Open Access Journals Collection
OAIster
OpenEdition Books
Paperity
Project Euclid Open Access
Public Library of Science
Revue.org
SciELO Journals

WorldCat
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## Content Provider

- BioMed Central, Ltd.
- Open Access Publishing in European Networks (OAPEN)
- Directory of Open Access Journals
- HBO Kennisbank
- Hindawi Limited
- OpenEdition
- JSTOR
- JSTOR
- OCLC
- OpenEdition
- Paperity, Sp. z.o.o.
- Project Euclid
- Public Library of Science
- OpenEdition
- Scientific Electronic Library Online

*searches records which include 506
Restrictions on access note with the value
"Unrestricted access online".*